FBI
Date: 8/5/71

Transmit the following in ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

Via TELETYPE IMMEDIATE DATE 1-27-72 B

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI AND SACS, BALTIMORE, BOSTON, LOS ANGELES, AND NEW YORK

ATTENTION: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM: SAC, WFO

MC LEK, NATIONALITIES INTELLIGENCE DASH SUMMARY.

RE BUREAU TELETYPE AUGUST FOUR LAST IDENTIFYING NEWSPAPERS PUBLISHING MATERIAL RELATIVE TO THIS CASE AND SETTING FORTH DATA REQUIRED FOR INVESTIGATION IN LEK CASES.

GENERAL COUNSEL, DOD, WAS INTERVIEWED THIS DATE.

WAS ADVISED BUREAU WAS DESIROUS OF OBTAINING REQUIRED LEK CASE DATA AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. SAID DOD HAD BEEN WORKING ON THIS SINCE INITIAL STAGES OF INVESTIGATION OF QUOTE PENTAGON PAPERS END QUOTE AND AS SOON AS CORRELATION OF MATERIAL PUBLISHED BY THE NEWSPAPERS WITH THE QUOTE PENTAGON PAPERS END QUOTE AND RELATED DOCUMENTS IS COMPLETED, THE REQUIRED DATA RELATIVE TO LEK CASES WILL BE FURNISHED TO WFO.

ADvised DOD HAS MADE A DECISION TO DECLASSIFY ANYTHING NECESSARY FOR PROSECUTION IN THIS CASE.

WITH REFERENCE TO DIRECTIONS IN REFERENCED TELETYPE THAT WFOX OBTAIN COPIES OF ALL NEWSPAPER ARTICLES CONTAINING POSSIBLE

CAR: dlb
Approved: R.G.K. HUD
Special Agent in Charge

Sent
PAGE SEVEN

AND AS A PROMINENT NEWSPAPERMAN FOR THE QUOTE NEW YORK TIMES END QUOTE.

RE BALTIMORE AIRTEL AUGUST THREE NINETEEN SEVENTYONE
REQUESTING WDC CREDIT CHECK CONCERNING WDC

CREDIT BUREAU NEGATIVE.

IN ACCORDANCE WITH BUREAU REQUEST IN BUTEL AUGUST FOUR NINETEEN SEVENTYONE, BALTIMORE WAS FURNISHED BY SEPARATE COMMUNICATION THIS DATE A PHOTOGRAPH OF BEN BAGDIKIAN

OBTAINED FROM THE FILES OF

IT IS REQUESTED THAT BALTIMORE IN ITS REINTERVIEW OF ATTEMPT TO DETERMINE THE EXACT IDENTITIES OF THE MIAMI AND BOSTON NEWSPAPERS REPORTEDLY PRESENT AT THE QUOTE WASHINGTON POST END QUOTE DURING THE XEROXING OF THE DOCUMENTS REPORTED BY

Approved:  ___________________________  Sent  ___________  M  Per  ___________
Special Agent in Charge

★ U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1971—415—135